
RIDE FREE!
THE DANISH CONTRIBUTION 



PROGRAM OF THE DAY 18.01.2011

09.15-09.45 Lecture (Rasmus Lundby) in KinderWelt, Nasserein

10.00 WorkShop meeting at the demo slope

Deviding into groups (10-20 pers.)

English, german and french

(italian and spanish on request)

10.30 WorkShop starting – leaving the area

Skiing the resort; challenges from terrain, bumbs etc

Schindler Kar, Schindler Hänge, Khandahar, Rendl etc. 
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Schindler Kar, Schindler Hänge, Khandahar, Rendl etc. 

13.30-14.15 Lunch at Rendl restaurant 

14.30 WorkShop ending

(between Galzigbahn and Gampenbahn) 



OUTDOOR FOCUS

Focus on 3 fundamentals: 

� Foot soles

� Position 

� Rhythm

Using the terrain as a teaching aid

� Less talk, more skiing
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INDOOR FOCUS

Focus on 3 aspects: 

� RIDE FREE!

�Zone of Proximal Development

�Go with the flow! 

Infortunatly no skiing…. but still less talking



RIDE FREE is the core skiing philosophy 

of The Danish Ski School

The philosophy is intended to guide 

both teaching and skiing

RIDE FREE is to develop skiers 

capable of enjoying as much of the ski area as possible

The versatile skier!
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It is not our aim to perfect skiing 

at specific technical levels or development stages. 

It is our aim to ski the entire skiresort

and adapt our teaching and skiing to the conditions and adapt our teaching and skiing to the conditions 

within the skiers development zone,

and thereby creating more versatile skiers 

with a wider sense of enjoying skiing in different terrain.
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The client should not learn to repeat the same 

movement pattern regardless of the situation.

The goal is to make the client able to 

control all sorts of different situations, control all sorts of different situations, 

by being able to change the focus 

and adapt movements to the conditions.
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The learning process is movement orientated 

but also strongly experimenting

We find it crucial that our clients are encourages to 

experiment with different movement patternsexperiment with different movement patterns
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ENJOY THE SNOW!
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